We would love to have YOU join our Journey through the Universe Program March 7-15, 2013

Journey through the Universe is a national science education initiative that engages entire communities in sustained science, math and technology education, and is a celebration of exploration and the joys of learning.

Calling Ambassadors!

Ambassadors accompany the scientists and engineers in classrooms, introducing them to the students and assisting with demonstrations and hands-on activities shared with students. Classroom visits will be in the Hilo/Waiakea Complex schools during the week of March 7-15th, 2013.

YOU, as an Ambassador, help facilitate a day’s classroom visits as follows:

* Make arrangements with your assigned Astronomy Educator to meet at the school or carpool if appropriate

* Assist the Astronomy Educator with transport, setup and breakdown of classroom materials (If needed)

* Introduce the Astronomy Educator to the class and help monitor their time to end on schedule

* Distribute and collect a Classroom Visit Assessment Form to the teacher(s)

If you are interested in being an Ambassador for one day (or more!) please contact: Christine Copes, ccopes@gemini.edu (974-2531)

For more information about our Journey through the Universe program contact: Janice Harvey, jharvey@gemini.edu (974-2603) or go to the Journey website: http://www.gemini.edu/journey